It is well-known that the spectral theory of a Jacobi matrix is essentially equivalent to the theory of orthogonal polynomials with respect to its spectral density on a real interval. This is also related to the Fade approximation of a Stieltjes integral by rational functions which gives us the inverse spectral theory of Jacobi matrices (See [19] and [20]).
which are holomorphic with respect to z^C-P. Then the functions have Laurent expansions at the infinity as follows:
where c jtJ> denote the moments:
(1.3)
We assume the following "regularity condition" holds for // 0 WQ and . (1-7)
where 37_i=lAo,o a nd ?o = ^i,oAo,o ar *e well-defined. We apply the Jacobi-Perron algorithm of 3rd order (see [5] ) to (1.7) at the infinity £ = oo in the following manner : 
Since all f) n are different from zero, we can see from (1.20) that the degrees of p M q n , r n , p' n , q' n , r n , p" n , q n , f' n are exactly equal to k-2,
Proposition 3. (i)
For On the other hand, we have that (1.30)
These are rewritten in integral form by using the relation (1.3) as follows:
Owing to (1, 1) , the left hand side of (1, 22) ' is equal to
Therefore we have
In particular from (1.36), (1.38), (1.40) and (1.42) the following bi-orthogonality holds:
Jr
(1 8 19) can be rewritten as follows:
n 1Q^' TYO --^n -a n + l (n _ Pn + l .-, l_£re + 3
Namely the operators of multiplication by £ gives a matrix representation as follows : The matrix in the right hand side will be denoted by L. Then the pair (ft+i/^ft+i/O satisfy the adjoint difference equation :
Let £" be the Banach space consisting of continuous functions on F which can be approximated uniformly by polynomials. Then the operator L defines a bounded operator on E. We denote by E* the dual space of E. Then e n^ = p n (Q =p n (L)e 09 n^3, or e*^= (ft-n/k ft+i/'»)=ft+i/n(i)«o*+ft+i^(L)« 1 * 5 w^l, give dual bases each other of E or E* : The operator L has thus been reconstructed from the spectral densities /^(rfC), //i(<C) such that L coincides with the multiplication of the variable z with respect to the bi-orthogonal system of polynomials p n+ $(z) and (p' n ±i(z), pn + i(z}}. This result can be summarized in the following way. 
. Spectral Densities and Lax Type Equations
We want to show that Lax type equations for the operators constructed in §1 are equivalent to linear differential equations for their spectral densities.
Let co= {(o at (^ <O} 0^^v -i, o^r^M-i, C^C, be a matrix valued continuous 1-form in a neighbourhood of a rectifiable curve F in C. Let 0^j<oo ? be two linearly independent systems of continuous functions on F such that the following bi-orthogonal relations hold :
We assume further that there exist two suitable Banach spaces E and E* which are generated by the dual bases {e f = <> z (r) > 5 0^z'<oo} and {£* = <£ t * (ff) >, 0^gf<oo} respectively. The duality is denoted by (2.
2) E such that the right hand side of (2.1) is equal to <0*|cy|0 ; >. We assume further that *,-, ^/ and cw depend differentiably on time t in a neighbourhood U of the origin and satisfy the following order preserving properties : 
Proof. We firstly show that (<?0 implies (<? 2 ) and (c? 2 *). By Leibniz rule, the differentiation of (2.1) with respect to t gives (2.9) 0=<*; |o.| «,-> + <«* \<b h> + 0* o»| e,->.
According to («3f .2) , e ; and e* are described as follows :
Therefore from (2.1), (2.10) and (2.11) The theorem has been completely proved. § 3. Examples
(1) Pochhammer integrals (see [3] ). 
x'dx-iyax-VpaW = if the integration (3.7) is taken to be the residue around x. A general result about difference systems in [1] shows that F (4 4 Prooj. In view of (3.5), c' k and ^ are equal to F(0 ? x^ -1, /l> -1, 3 ) and -F(0, ^ -1, /1 2 , ^3 -1) respectively. Then the relation (3.22) implies that there exist polynomials ^i(tf) and (p 2 ( x ) of degree 2 such . Then we can make use of the same method as in [17] and prove the following: figure) . respectively. Then the resolvent (z-L) 1 can be described as the Green kernel G(z, j\z), i, j2^2, as follows: Remark. In Examples 1, the matrix L has only continuous spectrum while in Example 2, L has residual spectrum. It seems to be interesting to give a criterion whether L of (1.47) has any residual spectrum or not.
